
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-28: Proper Nouns

Spelling Words Review

Earth

London

Harvard

Brazil

California

Jamaica

Grand Canyon

George Washington

Honolulu

Mount Everest

Central Park

Eiffel Tower

Venus

Egypt

Sahara Desert

John F. Kennedy

Atlantic Ocean

Times Square

Elvis Presley

Stonehenge

could've

shouldn't

wouldn't

Challenge

Neil Armstrong

Taj Mahal

 

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Identify the spelling word that is the name of a country in Africa.         _________________________

2.   Name the spelling word that is a large body of water.                _________________________
                 

3.   Identify the spelling word that is the name of a famous singer.             _________________________

4.   Which spelling word is the name of the worlds tallest mountain?          _________________________
  

Write a spelling word for each description.

5.         the second-closest planet to the Sun                                        _________________________

6.  the capital of Hawaii                                                                              _________________________

7.  a city in England                                                                                      _________________________

8. a country in South America                                                                   _________________________
                 

     

Match the spelling word to its description by writing the correct letter on the line. 

9.        _____  Harvard                      a.  a popular tourist attraction in New York City                  
     

10.      _____  Times Square                    b.  an island nation in the Caribbean 

11.      _____  John F. Kennedy              c.  a prestigious university in the United States        

12.      _____  Jamaica                           d.  the 35th president of the United States 
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Name: _________________________________                              List D-28: Proper Nouns

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

Stonehenge               Central Park               Eiffel Tower               Earth 

Grand Canyon          Sahara Desert    California   George Washington

13.      The U.S. National Park that Jonathan wants to see the most is the  ________________________.  

14.      Quinn and his family took a walk through  ________________________  before going to see a 
           Broadway show. 

15.      __________________________________  is pictured on the U.S. dollar bill. 

16. If you want to visit Hollywood, you'll have to go to  ________________________.    

17. One of the hottest, driest places in the world is the  __________________________________.      

18. A famous, prehistoric monument in England is called  ________________________. 

19. Someday, Nick wants to go to Paris to see the  ________________________.   

20. Did you know that  ________________________  is the third-closest planet to the Sun?   

Answer the questions.

21.  Rewrite the word couldve by putting the apostrophe in the      ____________________________
right place.                         

22. Rewrite the word wouldnt by adding the apostrophe.      ____________________________
      

23. Rewrite the word shouldnt by adding the apostrophe.         ___________________________
         

                     
24. Name the challenge word that identifies the first person       ___________________________

to walk on the moon.             
                  

           
25. Name the challenge word that identifies a famous structure       ___________________________

in India.      
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-28: Proper Nouns

Spelling Words Review

Earth

London

Harvard

Brazil

California

Jamaica

Grand 

Canyon

George 

Washington

Honolulu

Mount Everest

Central Park

Eiffel Tower

Venus

Egypt

Sahara Desert

John F. 

Kennedy

Atlantic 

Ocean

Times Square

Elvis Presley

Stonehenge

could've

shouldn't

wouldn't

Challenge

Neil Armstrong

Taj Mahal

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.   

1.   Identify the spelling word that is the name of a country in Africa.         Egypt

2.   Name the spelling word that is a large body of water. Atlantic Ocean  
                  

3.   Identify the spelling word that is the name of a famous singer.             Elvis Presley 

4.   Which spelling word is the name of the worlds tallest mountain?      Mount Everest
             

Write a spelling word for each description.

5.         the second-closest planet to the Sun                                        Venus

6.  the capital of Hawaii                                                                              Honolulu

7.  a city in England                                                                                      London

8. a country in South America                                                                   Brazil
                 

Match the spelling word to its description by writing the correct letter on the line. 

9.        c.  Harvard                      a.  a popular tourist attraction in New York City                  
     

10.      a.  Times Square              b.  an island nation in the Caribbean 

11.      d.  John F. Kennedy        c.  a prestigious university in the United States        

12. b.  Jamaica                     d.  the 35th president of the United States
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ANSWER KEY  

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

Stonehenge               Central Park               Eiffel Tower               Earth 

Grand Canyon          Sahara Desert    California   George Washington

13.      The U.S. National Park that Jonathan wants to see the most is the Grand Canyon.           

14.      Quinn and his family took a walk through Central Park before going to see a 
           Broadway show. 

15.      George Washington is pictured on the U.S. dollar bill. 

16. If you want to visit Hollywood, you'll have to go to California.    

17. One of the hottest, driest places in the world is the  Sahara Desert.      

18. A famous, prehistoric monument in England is called  Stonehenge. 

19. Someday, Nick wants to go to Paris to see the Eiffel Tower.   

20. Did you know that Earth is the third-closest planet to the Sun?   

Answer the questions.

21.  Rewrite the word couldve by putting the apostrophe in the      could've
right place.                         

22. Rewrite the word wouldnt by adding the apostrophe.      wouldn't    
       

23. Rewrite the word shouldnt by adding the apostrophe.         shouldn't
         

                     
24. Name the challenge word that identifies the first person       Neil Armstrong 

to walk on the moon.             
                  

25. Name the challenge word that identifies a famous structure       Taj Mahal 
in India.      
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